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BRAC is a development organisation
dedicated to alleviating poverty by
empowering the poor to bring about change 
in their own lives. We started out in
Bangladesh in 1972, and over the course of 
our evolution, we have established ourselves
as a pioneer in recognising and tackling the
many different realities of poverty.

BRAC achieves large scale, rapid change by
working with individuals, families, communities
and institutions to overcome poverty. Our
approach is comprehensive – with financial
services, capacity building and livelihood
development as well as health, education and
social justice – enabling people to realise their
potential. Through continuous innovation to
introduce more cost effective solutions and
adapting them for greater effectiveness, we
scale up for immediate and lasting change.
We are pioneering a new kind of organisation,
which integrates development programmes
with social enterprises and enables BRAC and
individuals to become self-reliant. While using
our southern based knowledge and expertise,
we are constantly learning from people,
communities and countries where we work.

ABOUTBRAC





BRAC started operations in Sri Lanka in 2005, shortly after the Asian Tsunami, to

address the crucial needs of the communities affected by the disaster. BRAC believed

that with its three decades of development experience in post-war, flood and cyclone

ravaged Bangladesh, it could significantly contribute in assisting the Sri Lankan people

to rebuild their country and subsequently improve their economic condition and quality

of life. Intially, as part of a disaster rehabilitation package, we helped to build capacity

in the areas of health, education and agriculture in the worst-affected regions of Sri

Lanka. BRAC then transitioned into longer term livelihood development through

microfinance. Currently, we serve 100,985 women borrowers and provide extensive

training and support to build the capacity of our programme staff (86% of whom are

women). We are also working to provide capacity development support to other

NGO’s in the country.

BRAC in

SRI LANKA

Women attend a weekly BRAC Village Organisation
microfinance meeting in Madapathana neighbourhood of
Galle district.



When we began working in Sri Lanka in
2005, it was to help those who had
survived the Asian Tsunami of 2004 rebuild
their lives and livelihoods. The end, in May
2009, of the armed conflict that had
ravaged the country for nearly three
decades provided us with an opportunity
to reaffirm our commitment to the poor of
Sri Lanka - to help them maximise the
socio-economic benefits and make peace
dividends real.

I am happy to note that we have made
significant gains in our programme
coverage, now working with communities
across ten districts of six provinces of Sri
Lanka. Our microfinance programme,
which offers a comprehensive package of
livelihood development services in addition
to credit, was successful in generating a
surplus in 2009.

In Sri Lanka, as in all of the countries in
which we operate, one of our priorities is
the development of national capacity and
we ensure this by continually investing in
building human capacity of our staff,
community level workers and volunteers.
We also extend our training services to
local NGOs. The quality of BRAC’s
capacity development programmes have

received significant recognition and
established BRAC as a strong
development partner in the country. We
are the partners of choice for many
bilateral aid agencies for capacity building
initiatives in microfinance and agriculture.

BRAC’s work in Sri Lanka is made possible
through the generous contributions of our
partners, including Kiva and Etimos, and
the strong support of the government. It is
my firm belief that with the continued
support and participation of all our
stakeholders, BRAC will be successful in
ensuring that the poorest in Sri Lanka are
given the opportunity to realise their
potential.

(Sir) Fazle Hasan Abed KCMG
Founder and Chairperson

Chairperson’s
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The people of Sri Lanka have endured
years of conflict and in recent times, a
natural disaster that has taken a toll on
the country’s coastal communities. 2009
ushered in a new era of development for
the country, as the 30-year armed conflict
came to an end. BRAC has now been
able to expand its microfinance
programme from the coastal areas
affected by the tsunami to the interior of
the country. Opening new branches in the
Kurunegala District in the interior
indicates our confidence in the future of
microfinance in Sri Lanka.

microfinance
livelihood development services
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BRAC started working in Sri Lanka in
the Spring of 2005, a few months after
the devastating Asian Tsunami of 2004.
By 2007, BRAC shifted focus from
disaster relief to longer term efforts in
revitalising affected enterprises and
economies through microfinance.

We focus on both the economic and social needs of

our target borrowers in Sri Lanka, recognising and

understanding that communities of borrowers require

multiple interventions to move out of poverty.

Microfinance initially paves the way for BRAC

because it harnesses the power of the group as both

an economic and social unit offering support and

security for the loans of its members. Microfinance

groups or Village Organisations (VOs) can later

become a community-based delivery platform for

information and services such as health care,

education and livelihood development. This approach

to development has a multiplying affect by not only

helping individuals but their entire community pull

itself out of the spiral of poverty.

BRAC believes that community partnerships and

institution building are essential in sustainable

development and in spreading knowledge to future

generations.

Since lack of capital was one of the main

impediments to expansion and growth of small

business, microfinance was identified as BRAC’s

greatest development opportunity in Sri Lanka. With

its long and successful history of microfinance in

Bangladesh, BRAC quickly established a sustainable

microfinance presence in Sri Lanka.

Hemalatha found BRAC when she heard their local

branch in Dickwella was loaning money without

collateral to businesses damaged by the tsunami. She

operates a plant nursery on the southern coast. She

and her husband were away from home when the five

metre tidal wave struck, so they survived but her home

and her nursery didn’t. “Everything was destroyed - my

house, my nursery, everything” she recalls. “BRAC gave

me a loan of 10,000 rupees (USD 87) to help me start

up my nursery again.”

Champika is a 33-year-old agricultural entrepreneur
and mother of three living in the Kurenegala Distirict
of central Sri Lanka. She was so intent on financial
independence from her husband that she opted not
to take a microfinance loan from the government-run
bank where he works and instead decided to do
business with BRAC, where she could sign for a no-
collateral loan in her own name. Now she runs two
successful businesses of her own, a mushroom
production and sales business and a clothing
manufacturing business. “Thanks to BRAC, I don’t
have to rely on my husband and we have more
money for our three children”, she says.

Nuhitha is a typical female client of BRAC’s Batticaloa

branch. When her husband lost his taxi business

after the tsunami, Nuhitha returned to the only trade

she knew, shoemaking, to support her family. “I

learnt from an ‘Indian man’ who worked in a shoe

factory”, she said. “In 1997 I started making shoes

on my own.”

Nuhitha is a very talented shoemaker. With an eye for
fashion, she designs many of the woman’s shoes
she sells under the Monitor brand name. The brand
is popular in the Batticaloa area and sales have
increased every year. She now employs four
women.

BRAC’s microfinance
programme in Sri Lanka
provides more than just
financial support to poor
women. It enables and
empowers them to be the
catalyst of positive economic
change in their communities.

PROGRAMMEHIGHLIGHTS

“This is the day I have been waiting for - no more loan payments! I know BRAC will be
there in the future.” Nnsansilatha, a microfinance borrower who runs a crafts business
with her husband in Dickwella

PROGRAMME
ACHIEVEMENTS
2009

100,985

3,671

active borrowers, all of whom are women

Village Organisations
organised across Sri Lanka

USD 14,073,847
in loans disbursed from 55 branches across Sri Lanka

USD 226
average loan given to women borrowers
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Nuhitha plans to use the proceeds of her next BRAC

loan to purchase bulk quantities of shoe heels, which

are the most expensive component of the shoe. She

can save 20% on her cost of goods when she buys

large quantities direct from the factory in Colombo

rather than 100 pair lots from the local broker.

“Business is bound to get better” she says

optimistically, “the war is over, the roads are open,

people are moving and business is getting better.”

“I can buy from suppliers in Colombo now,” she

adds, “Jaffna will be a good market. For years the

highway has been closed, but now I can ship shoes

there. I think my shoes will sell well”.

The year 2009 marked the ending of the 30-year

armed conflict in Sri Lanka, which cleared the way for

free movement of people and goods around the

country.

In 2009, BRAC was able to expand from the coastal

areas to the interior of the country. Opening new

branches in the Kurunegala District in the interior

indicates our confidence in the future of microfinance

here.

We opened four offices, each with one Branch

Manager and four Credit Officers. Field surveys were

conducted to identify potential borrowers and by the

end of 2009, all four new branches were fully

operational in a market where BRAC has never been

active before.

BRAC hopes to expand its outreach, penetrating extremely
remote areas of Sri Lanka which are rife with poverty.
Opening new branches in the country’s interior indicates our
confidence in the future of microfinance in Sri Lanka.



PROGRAMME
DESCRIPTION
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BRAC’s microfinance programme in Sri Lanka goes
beyond lending financial assistance to poor women.
The programme acts as a recruitment and capacity
building platform for BRAC to expand further across
the country.

The entrypoint for BRAC into many deprived areas in
Sri Lanka is through the provision of microloans to
poor women who act as highly effective conduits for
development interventions in their communities.

Microloans

We deliver our microfinance service through Village
Organisations (VOs) which organise poor women
together into groups to improve their socio-economic
positions. BRAC believes community partnerships
and institution building are essential for poor women
if they are to change their economic, social and
political conditions.

BRAC’s microfinance Branch Officers conduct area
surveys and consult community leaders and local
elders to select the 20-40 members of each Village
Organisation. Prospective members must have been
residents of the village or area for at least five years.

Only one member of the household is considered
and widows are encouraged to join.

The group is then sub-divided into smaller peer
groups of five, each with its own elected leader. The
members of the small groups take co-responsibility
to resolve peer repayment problems. The VO meets
weekly with its assigned BRAC Credit Officer to
discuss credit decisions, make loan payments, and
discuss issues of common interest.

Microloans are exclusively for poor women
participating in the VOs. Borrowers range in age from
18-60 with no minimum education requirement.
BRAC lends to women who are not served by other
microfinance institutions.

Key Features of a Microloan

� Loan repayments in equal weekly instalments

� No physical collateral needed

� 12-20% interest rate

� Death benefit provided, 10,000 rupees (USD 91)

� Services delivered to member’s village

� Available in rural and urban areas

� 5% refundable security amount in reserve

� 7% annual benefit on security balance

Nuhitha joined BRAC in
2007 after her husband’s
taxi business in Batticaloa
was destroyed during the
tsunami.

With her BRAC loans,
Nuhitha now runs a
successful shoemaking
business which has
attracted a lot of local
consumer demand. She
employs four women to
keep up with demand.

Champika, of Kurenegala

District, opted for a BRAC

loan over one from a

government-run bank. With

BRAC support, she now

runs two successful

businesses - a mushroom

production and sales

business and a clothing

manufacturing business.

Mushrooms grown by

Champika in her home which

she sells in the local market.

1

2

3

4

Roshanthi makes fine
silver jewellery with semi
precious stones in Galle
District. She and her
husband Janath run their
jewellery making business
from a home-based
workshop and sell, mostly
to individual clients. She
joined BRAC in 2006 and
has taken several loans to
invest in her business.



SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD
PROGRAMME
The Sustainable Livelihood Development Programme

focuses primarily on those who live in the working

proximity of BRAC in Sri Lanka and comprise low

income earners among the worst tsunami and

conflict affected communities.

Programme Implementation

1. Member selection through door to door
survey:

Priority is given to:

� Families being looked after by women

� Widows

� Families with more female children

� Extreme poor

� Those without any NGO assistance

2. Training module preparation:

A training module has been prepared in consultation

with expertsl and relevant government departments

and authorities.

3. Technical Training for the enterprises:

The training module for enterprise development

includes enterprise selection, development of

business plan, market analysis, book keeping,

enterprise management, etc.

4. Programme implementation, supervision and
follow up:

Credit Officers are responsible for implementing the
programme and for regular field visits to extend their
support by way of demonstrations and instructions.

“BRAC came to help us at the right time. Loans I took were crucial for
me. They enabled me to start up my business again by providing the
capital to pay for inventory as well as to buy material we needed to
make our handicrafts”

D. Leelarathhna (54) and his wife G. P. Chandania – who is a BRAC
Village Organisation member - make wooden handicrafts in Hikkadua.
Their BRAC loan helped them rebuild their business after the tsunami.



CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
Through its work in Sri Lanka, BRAC realised the

need to strengthen the capacity of local NGOs for

undertaking and implementing needs-based

development activities. We therefore started a

capacity development programme using a two-tiered

approach to build capacity – providing needs-based

training to partner NGO staff and handing over BRAC

working areas with existing activities and resources to

them.

Programme sub-components:

� Training and exposure programme for BRAC staff

in Sri Lanka and staff of partner NGOs

� Partnership programme with local and national

NGOs in Sri Lanka

� Master Trainer development

Main recipient groups:

� Sri Lankan staff employed by BRAC (Trainers,

Area Mangers, Branch Managers, Credit Officers

and Accountants)

� BRAC clients

� Partner NGO staff
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Capacity Development
of Partner NGOs
Provinces covered 2

Districts covered
Hambantota, Batticaloa, Matara, Ampara 4

Partner NGOs
1. Janadiriya National Women’s Development
Foundation (JNWDF)

2. North East Community Development Organisation (NECDO)

3. Ruhunu Sisilas Social Services Organisation (RSSSO)

4. United Friendship Welfare Organisation (UFWO)

Workshop for Partner NGOs 35

Training on Programme orientation for NGOs 60

A. P. Rajika Chamali (27), Branch
Manager of the Ambalantota
BRAC branch office in
Hambantota district, leaves for
her daily field work. BRAC’s
staff in Sri Lanka consists
predominantly of local women
(86%). They are trained and
encouraged to take on further
responsibilities and there are
many opportunities for career
development.
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Audited

Financial
Statements
of BRAC Sri Lanka
year ended 31 December 2009
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Audited

Financial
Statements
of BRAC Lanka (Guarantee) Limited
year ended 31 December 2009
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Notes
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Notes



Programme Update as of December 2009

Number of Provinces Covered 6

Number of Districts Covered 10

Total number of branches 55

Sri Lankan staff 451 (86% women)

Bangladeshi staff 23

Programme outreach (since 2006)

Village Organisations 3,671

Village Organisation members 100,985

Borrowers (current) 63,977

Microloan disbursement (cumulative) USD 34,358,726

Microloan disbursement (Jan-Dec 2009) USD 14,073,847

Microloan outstanding (as of Dec 2009) USD 7,616,420

Microfinance (since 2006)

Number of Microfinance Members (100% women)

Training given to local staff
(number of participants in 2009)

Years
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Orientation training of Surveyors

Consultative workshop on needs assessment

Computer training for staff (branch automation)

Livelihood programme management

Attachment with senior colleagues (on the job)

Exposure visit to BRAC Bangladesh

Financial management training for Branch Managers

Financial management and microfinance operation training for Area Managers

Financial management and operation training for Credit Officers

Master Trainer development

Communication and community mobilisation training

Monitoring and evaluation, MIS

Accounting training for Accountants

Enterprise Development for C/Os

Conflict resolution

Annual Microfinance Loan Disbursement (USD)

1 USD = 114 Sri Lankan rupees (2009)
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